We demonstrate by a particle simulation that Z-mode waves generated by the cyclotron maser instability can lead to a significant acceleration of energetic electrons. In the particle simulation, the initial electron ring distribution leads to the growth of Z-mode waves, which then accelerate and decelerate the energetic ring electrons. The initial ring distribution evolves into an X-like pattern in momentum space, which can be related to the electron diffusion curves. The peak kinetic energy of accelerated electrons can reach 3 to 6 times the initial kinetic energy. We further show that the acceleration process is related to the "nonlinear resonant trapping" in phase space, and the test-particle calculations indicate that the maximum electron energy gain De max is proportional to B 0:57 w , where B w is the wave magnetic field.
INTRODUCTION
The cyclotron maser instability (CMI) is an important mechanism for wave generation in plasma physics. Wu and Lee 1 and Lee and Wu 2 discovered the importance of relativistic effect on the resonance condition for the generation of X-mode and O-mode waves. Wagner et al., 3 Pritchett et al., 4 and Lee et al. 5 simulated CMI based on various velocity distributions with population inversion.
In the previous literature, the generation of X-and O-mode waves was often discussed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The two wave modes are important because they can be directly amplified and propagate into field-free space. The Z mode needs mode-conversion to generate waves propagating into field-free space. 8 The whistlermode waves excited by CMI is less discussed. However, the electron acceleration by electromagnetic whistler-mode waves has been widely studied recently. 9 In our previous simulation study on ring-beam CMI, 5 we focused on the generation of various wave modes. In this paper, we examine the electron acceleration by carrying out a series of particle simulations with an initial energetic electron ring distribution in the presence of a dense background plasma. The initial electron ring distribution leads to excitation of Z-mode waves and evolves into an X-like pattern in momentum space. Strong acceleration and deceleration of electrons occur, and the peak energy of accelerated electrons can be 3 to 6 times the initial energy, where the initial energy ranges from 100 to 500 keV. The X-like pattern is associated with particle diffusion curves. The acceleration process is then studied through test-particle calculations.
EXCITATION OF WAVES AND FORMATION OF X-LIKE PATTERN IN PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
We use 1D and 2D electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulation codes (EM codes) 10 to study the problem. A ring distribution function in the momentum space can be expressed as
where u ? and u jj are momentum components perpendicular and parallel to ambient magnetic field B 0 , respectively; u r? is the ring momentum; a r is a normalization constant. Here, the term "momentum" refers to "momentum per unit mass," u ¼ cv, where c is the Lorentz factor. The density of the ring distribution n r is set to 5% of the total electron density. The momentum dispersion of energetic ring electrons is Du ¼ 0:025c, and the thermal momentum of background electrons is 0:05c, where c is the speed of light. The ratio of electron plasma to cyclotron frequency is x pe =X ce 0.2, 0.33, 0.5, and 1. The average initial kinetic energy, e 0 ðc 0 À 1Þm e c 2 , of ring distribution is set to 50, 100, 200, and 500 keV in the simulation, corresponding to initial Lorentz factor c 0 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 1 þ u 2 r? =c 2 p ¼ 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, and 2, respectively, where m e is the electron rest mass. Fig. 1(a) shows the dispersion diagrams of 1D and 2D simulations for case I (x pe =X ce ¼ 0:33 and e 0 ¼200 keV). From the dispersion diagrams with frequency x and parallel wave vector k in Fig. 1(a) , we can see intensive excitation of R-mode waves with frequency between x pe and X ce . These waves are the Z-mode waves. Fig. 1(b) shows the wave and kinetic energy histories of 1D simulation for case I. Initially waves grow, and most electrons are decelerated. Acceleration occurs as waves reach higher amplitude during the initial linear wave growth stage. The corresponding energetic electron distribution at a later stage is shown in Fig. 2(a) and has high resemblance to the 2D simulation result. Both 1D and 2D results show similar dispersion diagrams and similar strong acceleration of electrons with a peak energy e p % 3e 0 ¼600 keV. In the following discussion, we examine the acceleration mechanism by parallel Z-mode waves based on the 1D simulations. Fig. 1(c) shows the electron energy distribution for three cases with peak energy of accelerated electrons e p % 3e 0 ¼600 keV for case I, e p % 4:55e 0 ¼455 keV for case II (x pe =X ce ¼ 0:5 and e 0 ¼100 keV), and e p % 6e 0 ¼1200 keV for case III (x pe =X ce ¼ 1 and e 0 ¼200 keV). The peak energy can reach about 3 to 6 times the initial energy.
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the X-like and shell patterns found, respectively, in case I and in the case with x pe =X ce ¼ 5 and e 0 ¼ 200, where the whistler mode dominates in the latter case. The difference between the diffusive patterns can be related to the phase velocity v ph of the dominant counter-streaming waves and the corresponding electron diffusion curves. The diffusion curve is determined by the conservation of kinetic energy in the frame of reference moving with v ph . 
TEST-PARTICLE CALCULATIONS
To further analyze the acceleration and deceleration processes, we conduct a series of test-particle calculations. The equations of electron motion is
where B w ¼ k Â E w =x with k k B 0 and E w ?B 0 ; Àe is the electron charge. Let / be the gyration angle of v ? , w be the gyration angle of B w , and f / À w be the gyration angle between v ? and B w , as illustrated in Fig. 3 . We have
g e m e cv ? ðE w À v jj B w Þcos f: The term X ce =c is associated with electron gyration in the background field B 0 , and the term g is associated with gyration caused by wave fields E w and B w . The energy increasing rate is expressed in Eq. (6) . Usually g is small for large u ? and small wave amplitude. However, g can dominate when u ? is small for electron deceleration case.
ACCELERATION BY A SINGLE WAVE
In the following, we first analyze single-wave cases to understand the basic acceleration process, and then introduce two-wave cases to explain electron trajectories found in particle simulations.
In a single-wave case, the wave field acting on an electron can be easily understood in (c À 1,f) polar plot of Fig. 3 . The variation of kinetic energy ðc À 1Þm e c 2 is associated with wave electric field. For a forward propagating wave, the electron is accelerated if 0 < f < p (acceleration phase) or decelerated if p < f < 2p (deceleration phase). An ideal acceleration is that an electron is in the acceleration phase with _ f ¼ df=dt ¼ 0 all the time. Nevertheless, the wave field changes electron velocities, v ? and v jj , and hence modifies v as well as g, resulting in df=dt 6 ¼ 0, and make the electron move out of the acceleration phase after some time. However, an effective acceleration can occur if the electron stays long in the acceleration phase.
We first consider that an electron interacts with a forward propagating wave (single-wave) with constant E w and B w . The initial condition is f ¼ p, v jj ¼ À0:257c, c 0 ¼ 1:4 (200 keV), X ce =c 0 ¼ 1:134x, ck=x¼1:238, and B w ¼ 0:02B 0 . The purple curves in Fig. 4 are the trajectories of this electron. The electron first rotates in the clockwise (CW) direction (Phase 1) in Fig. 4(a) , then the rotation slows down with a gyration reversal (Phase 2), and then this electron rotates in the counterclockwise (CCW) direction (Phase 3). The occurrence of gyration reversals in the magnetic/electric field frame can keep electrons in the acceleration phase longer and leads to a considerable energy gain for electrons. As a result, the electron has an energy gain of 510 keV or e p % 3:57e 0 ¼710 keV as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
Phase 1: Initially, g is small and negligible, and we have v < 0 due to negative parallel velocity, leading to the decrease of f. The electron rotates in the CW direction and moves into the acceleration phase. Before the reversal, df=dt is dominated by x À kv jj and X ce =c. The ratio of their time derivatives is always larger than 1 and almost constant (about 1.6) in both acceleration and deceleration phases, indicating that X ce =c decreases and increases slower than x À kv jj does.
Phase 2: In the acceleration phase, both X ce =c and x À kv jj decrease, and the latter decreases faster, leading to the increase of df=dt, which are initially negative. The value of df=dt reaches zero at the reversal point before f ¼ 0 and becomes positive after the reversal. Here, v dominates the value of df=dt, and g has no major impact on the acceleration process.
Phase 3: The electron now rotates in the CCW direction, and f increases due to positive df=dt, which keeps increasing because of the increase of v. The electron is still in the acceleration phase before f ¼ p and reaches a peak energy e p % 3:57e 0 . Fig. 4(b) shows the deceleration process of an electron with t ¼ 0 $ 60X À1 ce , in which the term g is found to dominate over v with a small u ? . The electron kinetic energy reaches a minimum value of 40 keV (c À 1 ¼ 0:08). The deceleration is so effective that the reversal is unnecessary. Here, the electron is decelerated and then accelerated as shown in Fig. 4(c) . 
NONLINEAR RESONANT TRAPPING
The acceleration process discussed above can be related to the "nonlinear resonant trapping" for whistler and ion cyclotron waves as discussed in Ref. 9 . For the electron motion in a single wave field, we obtain from Eqs. (2)- (8) Fig. 4 (e) shows electron trajectories in ( _ f,f) phase space, and the result is similar to a pendulum problem. The purple curve is close to the green separatrix, which would give the maximum energy gain for electron acceleration. Fig. 4(f) shows the maximum energy gain obtained from test-particle calculations, De max ¼ Dcm e c 2 , as a function of wave amplitude B w for c 0 ¼ 1:4, in which the best fit is Dc ¼ 10:1ðB w =B 0 Þ 0:57 . The maximum energy gain De max can be written as
Assuming constant x tr and v ? for simplicity, we obtain h 2 ¼ 2x 2 tr ð1 À cos fÞ from Eq. (9) and substitute it into Eq. (11) to obtain
The approximate formula in Eq. (12) is in a good agreement with the fitting line in Fig. 4(f) . The small difference of the power, 0.07, is due to the weak dependence of v ? and v jj on E w or B w .
ACCELERATION BY TWO OPPOSITELY PROPAGATING WAVES
Let the subscripts b and f denote forward and backward propagation, respectively. Consider two waves, propagating in opposite directions and parallel to B 0 , and assume
The wave amplitude in each of the two waves is half of that in the single-wave case. We find that X ce =c and x6kv jj dominate in most acceleration cases. The Dopplershift frequencies of the two waves are x À kv jj (forward) and x þ kv jj (backward). Due to opposite signs of wave vectors, it is hard for an electron to stay within the acceleration phases of both waves for a long time if v jj is large.
Figs. 5(a)-5(d) show an acceleration case of two-wave test-particle calculation with the initial condition f f ¼ 0:78p, f b ¼ 1:45p, v jj ¼ À0:06c, c 0 ¼ 1:4 (200 keV), X ce =c 0 ¼ 1:1338x, and ck=x¼1.238. The electron is initially accelerated by both waves (Phase 1) and then interacts with the forward propagating wave in the way similar to the singlewave case while the backward propagating wave just gives a small modulation to the electron energy and momentum (Phase 2). The electron is accelerated for a long period and has a peak energy e p % 3:8e 0 ¼760 keV as shown in Fig. 5(c) .
Phase 1 (green curves): At the starting point, we have v f % v b because of small v jj . As a result the electron in Phase 1 is accelerated by both the forward and backward propagating waves as denoted by the green curves.
Phase 2 (purple curves): After the initial stage, v jj becomes large, and the difference between v f and v b also increases. For the forward propagating wave, v f increases slowly because both X ce =c and x À kv jj decrease. The electron can interact with the forward propagating wave in the way similar to the single-wave case. For the backward propagating wave, v b decreases rapidly because X ce =c decreases and x þ kv jj increases. Due to a large jv b j, the electron gyrates fast in (c À 1,f b ) polar plot of Fig. 5(b) . As a result of rapid gyration, the backward propagating wave just gives a small modulation to the electron energy and momentum as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d).
In Fig. 2(a) , we also show electron trajectories obtained from the EM-code simulation (black lines) and test-particle calculation (purple lines). In the presence of multi-forward and multi-backward propagating waves, electrons take chaotic trajectories as shown in the X-like pattern of Fig. 2(a) . Moreover, in Fig. 1(b) the wave energy at the end of the simulation is only 5% of its peak value. Hence the acceleration process becomes irreversible as wave damping occurs.
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Electron ring distributions can be produced through several processes, such as mirror reflection of upstream plasma in quasi-perpendicular shocks, 7, 12 mirror reflection of energetic plasma beam in coronal flux loops 13 and injection of electron beam in the direction perpendicular to magnetic field. may be partially responsible for the observed energetic electrons associated with solar flares and fast magnetosonic shocks in the interplanetary space.
In summary, the energetic electron ring distribution can lead to amplification of Z-mode waves via CMI. Intensive interactions between the parallel propagating Z-mode waves and ring electrons occur, leading to acceleration and deceleration of electrons. The initial ring distribution evolves into an X-like pattern in momentum space, which is related to the electron diffusion curves. Particle simulations show that the peak energy of electrons can reach 3-6 times the initial kinetic energy. The initial kinetic energy in our simulations ranges from 50 to 500 keV, while the final peak energy can reach 200 to 2600 keV. Reversals of electron gyration in the electric field frame can lead to a longer electron stay in the acceleration phase, resulting in a higher energy gain. We further show that this acceleration process is related to "nonlinear resonant trapping" in ( _ f,f) phase space and the maximum electron energy gain De max is proportional to B 0:57 w from the test-particle calculations.
